Scientific and engineering communities have used parallel computing to solve their large-scale complex problems for a long time. Nowadays, however, technology is currently going through some important evolutionary trends. While multi-and manycore architectures are commonplace, nextgeneration highly distributed computing platforms are now equipped with very heterogeneous architectures like graphical processing unit (GPUs), field programmable gate array (FPGAs), and smart network and storage devices. In this ecosystem, there is an urgent and compelling need of new techniques and optimizations to help the run-time system of parallel applications in choosing the right decisions in terms of whether to move data to traditional processors (paying the communication overhead) or doing the processing in situ, that is closer to where the data are available and stored. This allows parallel applications to seamlessly offload tasks to smart disks, edge servers, and smart network interfaces in an effective way while doing the conventional processing.
guidelines to help the system developer in configuring the machine and the run-time system to achieve good tradeoffs between performance and energy consumption.
In the second paper (New BSP/CGM algorithms for spanning trees, by Jucele França de Alencar Vasconcellos, Edson Norberto Cáceres, Henrique Mongelli, Siang Wun Song, Frank Dehne, and Jayme Luiz Szwarcfiter), the authors tackle a very traditional algorithmic problem in Graph Theory (computing the minimum spannig tree (MST)) and they revisit the existing parallel implementations by proposing a new optimized approach based on an enhanced graph decomposition. The new algorithm, and its formal definition, targets Bulk Synchronous Parallel/ Coarse Grained Multicomputers showing a good theoretical complexity both in terms of computation time and number of communication rounds. Experimental results on real platforms show that the algorithm obtains very competitive results with large parallelism degrees.
The third paper (Improving in-situ GPU simulation of quantum computing in the D-GM environment, by Anderson Avila, Renata Reiser, Mauricio Pilla, and Adenauer Yamin) focuses on Quantum Computing simulation which, although highly parallel in principle, represents a challenging HPC problem due to its large spatial and temporal complexity. In this paper, the authors investigate several optimizations of Quantum Computing simulation on GPU architectures by proposing a new kernel for in situ GPU simulation that outperforms existing alternatives on similar hardware.
Finally, the last paper (Optimization strategies for geophysics models on manycore systems, by Matheus Serpa, Eduardo Cruz, Matthias Diener, Arthur Krause, Philippe Navaux, Jairo Panetta, Albert Farrés, Claudia Rosas, and Mauricio Hanzich) investigates new parallel approaches for Wave Propagation simulation, an important problem arising in many applications for geophysics exploration in Oil and Gas industries. In this paper, the authors propose a set of optimizations to improve performance of the simulation in six different architectures, from commercial offthe-shelf (COTS) multicores to GPU architectures like the recent NVIDIA Pascal and Kepler graphical cards.
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